TwenTec
Reconditioning Systems

“THE SMART ALTERNATIVE”

TwenTec Systems : Smart Investments In Alternative Repair Technologies
Until recently minor damages to the bodywork or interior of the car often had major
consequences. Usually the damaged parts needed to be replaced - expensive and
time-consuming operations!
Now, with the TwenTec reconditioning systems, it is possible to repair such minor
damages professionally for only a fraction of the usual replacement costs. No need for
replacements, repaint jobs, etc. any more. Good for both your budget and the environment!
The TwenTec systems enable you to react perfectly to the fast changing market
demands and requirements - e.g of insurance companies. They also enable you to
increase the value of used cars quickly. In short, an investment that pays off after a few
repairs already.
TwenTec Dent Repair Systems
TwenTec offers three methods for the removal of dents
in car bodies :
•

Small dents can be repaired quickly and
effectively with the Dent Repair Glue Systems
(Dent Lifter, Slide Hammer) which do not
require major investments in tools and training.

•

With the Dent Repair Tool Systems you will be
able to repair not only the small dents, but also
larger and sharp dents without respray (if the
original paint has not been damaged)

•

The Dent Repair Air Cushion method has been
developed for the repair of large dents,
especially in areas that are hard to reach.
T hese damages normally require a respray.

TwenTec Windscreen Repair Systems
Repairing windscreen damages like pits and stars in
layered windscreen glass is easy with the TwenTec
Windscreen Repair Systems. Repair time is approx.
20 minutes, without the need to disassemble the windscreen.

TwenTec Paint Refinishing Systems
These high-quality systems, based on the famous
German Rot-Weiss products, not only enable you to buff
up weather-beaten paints to their original gloss, you also
can use them to remove scratches, trapped dirt, overspray etc. Easy to apply and highly economical.

TwenTec Plastic Welding System
The TwenTec Plastic Welding System is ideal for
making quality repairs to virtually any type of plastic,
even “ problem plastics” like TPO and PP.
The repair method is quite simple and offers a considerable time saving, compared to the traditional
two-part adhesive repair method.
In many cases the damaged part does not need to be
disassembled.
TwenTec Structure Repair Systems
With the TwenTec Structure Repair Systems you can
repair damages to the structure of dashboards, leather
seats and trims. The materials to reproduce grain patterns
and textures give a virtually undetectable repair.
The TwenTec Structure Repair Systems however are
not only meant for the repair of minor surface structure
damages, but are also very well suited for reapplying the
desired structure after the repair of the parts underneath
(e.g holes in dashboards, cuts in leather).
TwenTec structure repair products and repair techniques
are specifically developed for these applications and give
long-lasting results.

TwenTec Fabric Cleaning System
The TwenTec Fabric Cleaning System is built around
the famous Tornador Gun.
This air-operated Spray-Gun vaporizes the special
TwenTec cleaning liquid and sprays it under pressure
on to the fabric parts to be cleaned.
The cleaning properties of the liquid are optimally used
in this way. The result : a very thorough cleaning of fabric
parts in the car interior. Loose mats can be treated as well
with the same amazing results.
After the treatment the Tornador Gun can be used to dry
the cleaned areas with air.
The TwenTec cleaning liquid is a concentrate, which
should be diluted with water, and which therefore is very
economical in usage.

TwenTec Paint Chip Repair System
The TwenTec Paint Chip Repair System enables you to
repair small damages to car paint quickly and efficiently for
a fraction of the cost of repainting. Using a new method and
especially composed paints the repair is executed in such a
way that it is practically invisible where the damage was
before the reparation.
The TwenTec Paint Chip Repair Kit contains 24 ready mixed
colours. These are the most common colours. Other colours
and/or brand specific colour sets can be supplied as well.

TwenTec Paint Sealing System
A unique system, also based on the German Rot-Weiss
products, for a long-lasting protection and sealing of
painted surfaces. Part of the system is the Rim Sealer,
which has the added feature of facilitating the cleaning
of rims.

Training
Good training is essential, if you want to work properly
with the TwenTec systems, and get the best returns from
your investment. You will develop the required skills step
by step at the special TwenTec training courses, which
are organized regularly all across Europe.

Accessories
WPT Systems Europe supplies a wide range of accessories for reconditioning jobs : from Tool Trolleys, Creeper
Seats and Infra-Red Dryers to Pad Washers and Paint
Files. Our web-site www.wpt.nl gives a complete overview.
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